Soul-Mate
Unconditional Relationships
Greetings to All...
There are many types of relationships...
Relationships with Nature, with your-own-self... and it spreads out through the ripple
effect...
Friends, family, partnerships of business and of togetherness through the sharing of lives...
In that sharing of lives in relationships, the basis can be of many levels and grow to many
depths. The levels may be of the mutual attraction, of passion, of sex …
Then, further depths are experienced, and in this exploration of depth, then mutual
likes/dislikes are communicated … It is through these interactions that persons discover if
they are 'meant' to be with each other, or, the relationship is for a short time only...
Many stay together when the relationship was only based on a passion without the
development of love evolving... this results in much tension, arguments and conflicts...
For others, their partnership grows and evolves...
The following words, are mainly addressing the partnerships of couples that share much of
their lives on a daily, weekly basis... and of a relationship more on the soul-mate level
rather than the briefer, one-night, one-month, one-year sort of togetherness...
For a more 'truer' more flowing and friendly partnership, it is quite essential that each
individual allows and accepts the other person for whom they are, and not be whom they
are not … In other words, not to control and manipulate through mental, emotional and/or
physical aspects...
True partnership is a loving one, with each individual conducting their own life in order for
mind and heart to be trouble-free as much as possible...
With individuals who feel they have a soul-mate connection, then the following words
maybe of some help if there are some difficulties in the understanding of living together …
Conflicts to some degree or other, are inevitable... However, they will be driven to resolve
these conflicts (and any past karma) as quickly as possible...
Nothing is left unsaid …
Nothing is left to chance ...
Assumptions never enter their minds …
Neither sits, pouts and wonders who will make the first move at "making up." …
All is out in the open ...
There are no games ...
There is no pretending …

There is no deception ...
There is no fear of reprisal because un-conditional love is the foundation upon which their
relationship has been built …
In essence, they can just be themselves ... And as each conflict resolves, the bond of love
between them takes on renewed meaning and strength...
So how will you know you have met a soul-mate connection ...
Here are some of the symptoms given by others who have had the experience ...
The same symptoms are also experienced by those of the same soul-cluster connections...
So please be aware, that there are varying degrees of soul-mate connections, and not all
the following statements are experienced...
It matters not really, for these types of relationships should be embraced, enjoyed and
experienced to the fullest...
Life is for living ... living is for loving...
Chances are you've met through a set of unusual circumstances ... totally unplanned and
unexpected... it just 'happens' …
There is an instantaneous feeling that you have known the other before...
You felt an immediate and deep connection for one another...
There is an electrifying feeling between the two of you that words cannot describe...
It feels as though you had never lived before the reunion occurred...
You feel a deep sense of unity that you've have never known before...
It brings on feelings you never thought possible...
The two of you are inseparable...
When you look into each others eyes time and space have no meaning...
There are no barriers between the two of you... the relationship is a totally open one...
Your conversations seem to go on forever...
The two of you have a strong urge to serve humanity in a deep and meaningful way...
You give to the other and never think of receiving in return...
Neither one of you are dependent on the other for your sense of self...
Your feelings for each other are very spiritual...
The two of you know without doubt that you have been brought together for a reason...
You do not compete with one another nor do you pretend to be other than who you are...

Trust, patience, acceptance of each others weaknesses happen automatically...
There is a great sense of purpose and meaning to the relationship...
When you look into the others eyes you see yourself...
You experience a sense of completeness that is without comparison …
You still have karma with your twin (from previous lives) but the two of you resolve it all
with total forgiveness and unconditional love...
There is a special sacredness to your relationship that transcends anything you've ever
experienced before...
The relationship is immediate... as though no time had been lost since you were last
together...
There are no restrictions within the relationship... all is freedom without the need for
ownership or control...
In spite of your sameness there is no doubt you feel a sense of completion through the
other...
There is a real feeling of unlimitedness to your feelings... you have a
eternity...
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Your sexuality with one another is a sacred act that celebrates the unconditional love you
have for one another...it is more than having 'sex' together...
There are many times when passionate sex is necessary for the quick pleasure and release
of sexual energies ... New relationships are quite famous for this, for these are the times of
all-nighters which dwindle to zilch after several years of marriage...
Sex... orgasms … there is little emotion from the heart when orgasm is the set goal and
result and as many a female will attest, males more suited for this quick release...
It can also be said, that if there were emotional satisfactions resulting from orgasm only,
then the male would find themselves replaced by the vibrator or similar...
This 'making-love' is more of a totality... it is not just sex, nor mind, nor heart, nor body...
It is all these things combined, and more … it is a totality beyond words …
The feminine energies of the Old Soul level know this instinctively within...
The rarer males who have achieved this high degree of awareness and Old Soul level, will
also understand...
… So Be It …
For all Old Souls, well worth the look, for all will understand, and this is quite
nicely explained in the following …
YOUTUBE / OSHO / MAKING LOVE IS A SACRED EXPERIENCE …

